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Our plan.
We deserve a great place to live, work and raise a family. That’s why a Liberal
Democrat controlled Ealing Council will promote a cleaner and safer Ealing, truly
affordable housing for all, planning engagement with residents, better public
transport, environmentally-friendly and dementia-friendly operations and the
protection of our local health services, as well as fighting for an Exit from Brexit.
Due to an overwhelming Labour majority on Ealing Council, there is a culture of
secrecy and a lack of scrutiny which hurts us all. The more Liberal Democrat
councillors that you elect, the stronger our voice and our ability to fight for
positive change for all. The catastrophic financial mismanagement by Ealing
Labour means that Ealing looks as if it will go bust in two years, as Northampton
Council has done this year. This election is more crucial than any in decades, so
please make sure your voice is heard.

A strong record of action
In our 2014 manifesto, we said we wanted to introduce fairness so that the most
vulnerable in our society are better protected from the harsh impact of Labour’s
cost cutting programme. We identified ways to cut costs elsewhere, so that the
vital work of Day Centres (which provide essential support for the elderly,
disabled and other disadvantaged groups) was maintained. We have worked
hard with local groups to stop some of these closures since 2014.
Your Liberal Democrat councillors and campaigners have been working very hard
over the past few years—here’s just a few highlights of what we’ve been up to:
•

•
•

•

•

•

Saved the Solace Centre, a mental health resource centre with hundreds of
users;

Delayed any downgrade to Charing Cross Hospital until at least 2021;
Working with parents, we forced Ealing Council to provide a new respite
service to replace Heller House;
Forced the Ealing Labour Council to do a U-turn on cuts they made for
Council Tax support for benefit recipients;
Shamed incompetent Ealing Council to get back £67,500 of taxpayers money
from developers;
Shone a light on Ealing Council’s failure to manage waste contractor, Amey,
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whose services the Council has finally agreed to bring back inhouse;
•

Working with the police and residents on ward Safer Neighbourhood Police
Panels to reduce crime in our area;

•

Saved Acton Fire Station from closure;

•

Consistently led the Council to stand up for the rights of EU citizens;

•

•

Worked with the Council to provide safety and a place to call home for a
number of Syrian refugees;
Worked with TFL and the Council to deliver bus stops that are accessible to
disabled people;

•

Working with the police and the Council to improve road safety;

•

Parks in the Liberal Democrat ward now have Green Flag accreditation;

•

Successfully delivering the regeneration of Gunnersbury Park without
inappropriate housing development.

And a promise of more
•

To fight the catastrophic financial mismanagement by Ealing Labour of
Council finances, which Ealing Conservatives have done nothing to stop;

•

To save Ealing Hospital;

•

To prevent an expansion of Heathrow Airport;

•

To halt Ealing Labour handing over Victoria Hall, a community asset, to a
private hotel development.

•

To get Piccadilly Line tubes to stop at Turnham Green tube station;

•

To get step-free access for tube and rail stations;

•

To stop the closure of Ealing, Southall and Chiswick Police Stations;

•

To get Ealing cinema back;

•

To maintain and enhance our libraries including our opposition to the
decision to shrink Central Library;

•

Against inappropriate development in our town centres;

•

Against unfair Council Tax increases.

If Liberal Democrats were in control of Ealing Council, we’d be able to get
better value for money and better quality services for you. In the following
pages, we’ll tell you a bit more about our policies. If you have any questions,
please feel free to reach out to us at info@ealinglibdems.org.uk or by calling us
on 020 3267 6420.
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Ambitious for the
environment
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Continue to oppose expansion of Heathrow airport.
Deliver cleaner air in our Borough: demanding cleaner vehicles in our
Borough, such as bus companies and delivery vehicles.
For the first time, our Council must stand up to big developers and we will
also demand protection for historic areas by introducing a Heritage Action
Zone.
Bringing back weekly street cleaning, and ensure that residents’ feedback is
included in its weekly monitoring.
Be the top London Borough for recycling.
Deliver a borough network of electric car charging points using lampposts,
and deliver an Electric Bike scheme.
Replace tarmac with long-lasting materials for the repair of pavements for
better value for money.
Be robust with contractors so that if they fail to deliver the contracted service
then they will be forced to do so. We will exercise all penalty clauses
including charging them for their failure, or cancelling contracts.
Allow a greater share of the central Environmental budget to be with the
local Ward Forums. This will allow local residents to have more power to
decide things like which streets are to be repaired, where trees will be
planted and where new street signs are needed.

•

Encourage the use of bikes by promoting the use of bike hangers.

•

Change local planning policy to allow the building of small bike sheds.

•

•

•

Support Mobikes (free standing bikes that people hire using an app) as they
encourage residents to exercise at a cheap cost.
Use corporate marketing to raise awareness of dog waste and the damage it
causes.
To have a telephone number for residents to report bad dog-owners for dogwaste.

Working hard for a greener Ealing, on all fronts.
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Ambitious for
transport
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Work with TFL to install lifts at stations including Turnham Green and
Chiswick Park tube, to help those with mobility issues.
Work to push TFL to rezone tube stations to reduce excessive fares that
occur in some locations.
Cutting congestion on our roads, by increasing cycling, and improving safety
for all including pedestrians and cyclists.
All Council contractors to introduce safety devices on their vehicles to cut the
risk of injury to cyclists.
Develop a Summer Streets Scheme, similar to New York, temporarily
pedestrianising streets so that we are all encouraged to travel on foot.
Work with TFL to improve road crossings that are dangerous for visually
impaired people.
Work with TFL to have more bus routes altered to allow for easier access by
those with disabilities.

Send reminder letters and emails for CPZ renewals.
CPZ and parking schemes to be designed and consulted on for those on
housing estates where they are currently overlooked.
Work with TFL to ensure at least six trains per hour call at Hanwell station,
and immediately work to introduce in May 2018 the four trains per hour
promised by Labour (rather than two).

Against Heathrow expansion. Consistently.

Ealing Labour have spoken for pro-Heathrow groups,
worsening the air quality emergency we have today in London.
Liberal Democrats have been fighting hard against the
expansion of Heathrow.
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Ambitious for our
health services
•

•

•

•

•

•

Continue to fight hard to stop the downgrade of hospital services at Ealing
Hospital and Charing Cross Hospitals.
Merge NHS and Social Care budgets so that central government gives back
vital funding for helping the elderly, both at home and in communal care
settings.

We aim to keep Council Tax as low as possible but we demand that Adult
Social Care be given the right level of funding from central government.
Increase mental health support for young people with special focus on
tackling self-harming and depression in secondary school students.
Boost sporting, arts and social activities for all segments of our society to
combat loneliness and its harm to health.
Ensure that residents have adequate access to doctors and dentists: the
Council must ensure a minimum ratio of patients to professionals, and be
required to expand services or add new services as part of mixed
developments. Too often this is overlooked and it is not acceptable.

Our team is fighting for our hospitals.

Ealing Lib Dems have sent a delegation to many of the Save our
Hospitals rallies, and have been consistent supporters of Ealing
and Charing Cross Hospitals remaining open.
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Ambitious for
business
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Deliver our Ealing Borough Town Centres Masterplan.
Make Ealing an international tourist destination, highlighting our media and
entertainment heritage, as Liverpool City does.
Develop world-class hubs for the media industry and encouraging
“clustering” of other important industries.

Offer support packages for small businesses and entrepreneurs.
Ensure a skilled local workforce of potential employees and develop
Apprenticeship schemes specifically linked to local businesses.
Attract new businesses to the Borough.
Future cuts in grants to voluntary organisations should be no greater than
the share of cuts to Ealing Council's services.
Ealing Council should where possible ensure that some of its contracts can
be tendered out to local organisations to enable money to stay within Ealing.
Ealing Council should ensure all external bidders for major community
contracts are encouraged to have local voluntary sector partners.
We would work with local voluntary groups to develop new joint funding bids
to attract external funding for Ealing.
We will work in partnership with local voluntary groups to address increasing
issues of poverty and homelessness in Ealing.
Ealing Council should work with the Ealing Community Network to set up a
multi-agency commission to investigate inequality in the borough and make
recommendations for an action plan to reduce inequalities.
We would work in partnership with local voluntary groups to address
increasing issues of social isolation and loneliness in Ealing.

£67,500
Even in opposition, Ealing’s Lib Dem councillors shamed the council
into getting back that much taxpayer money from developers.
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Stopping mismanagement of
council finances
The Council has been running losses, and funding
that by cutting its reserves. If that continues, the
Council will run out of funds and go bust.
The Budget does not look realistic: the projections

for the use of the various reserves show an
unexplained halt to the use of these reserves.
This begs the question as to whether these
forecasts and budgets are realistic.
We will manage your money sensibly, as have
other Lib Dem Councils such as Sutton.
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A safer environment
for all
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Lib Dems in Ealing will invest in extra police, and win current “Buy One Get
One Free” funding for more police from MOPAC.
We will continue to fight fiercely against the recent merger of the Boroughs
of Ealing, Hillingdon and Hounslow Police into one unit. The East London trial
led to problems including increases in response times.

We will continue to fight for Ealing, Southall and Chiswick Police Stations
front counters to reopen. It is not acceptable that Ealing, Southall and
Chiswick front-counters are now closed, so Acton Police Station is the only
place residents can come to.
We will work hard to tackle alarming increases in knife-related incidents in
our borough, with knife arches, education in schools and the presence of
youth workers in A&E to break the cycle of gang violence.
We will continue to demand an increase in street lighting in particular areas,
in order to reduce crime and the fear of crime. We are against Ealing
Labour’s recent secret decision to dim street lighting.
We will continue to promote Neighbourhood Watch Groups.
Lib Dem Councillors will continue to regularly meet with local ward Police
Safer Neighbourhood Teams to identify ways to use Ward Forum and Council
budgets to lower crime in each ward.
Continue to work with TFL to trial night buses to stop at request nearer to
passengers homes to keep them safer.
Continue to work with the police, TFL and the Council to identify speeding hot
-spots.

•

Introduce a Public Space Protection Order for Hanwell

•

Provide a room for the police as a base within Hanwell Library

When it comes to the police, we know what we’re talking about.
Jo Baldwin-Trott, one of our candidates from Cleveland ward, served for seven
years as a police beat officer in central Bristol. She’s been instrumental in the
production of these commitments.
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Building
a better Ealing
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Be tougher on developers so that new developments have 50% truly
affordable units including social rent.
Improve all our town centres, encouraging small businesses, and including
an exciting arts space and events.
Deliver our town centre Heritage Action Zone enhancing and protecting our
listed buildings.
Deliver an Area Renewal scheme for West Ealing by supporting a West Ealing
Neighbourhood Forum.
Help tenants by extending the mandatory licensing of private rented
property across the whole Borough, and work towards increasing the length
of tenancies.
Continue the Olympic Games precept to fund the building of 50,000 new
homes across London, including in Ealing.
Campaign to force City Hall to set up a building company, as well as a skills
academy to train construction workers.
Proactively bring empty homes back into use, as affordable housing.
Extend the Council Apprenticeship Schemes to train our young people in the
skills of the future, supporting small businesses and growing jobs in new
digital technologies.

Whilst the Tories are unclear on their stance on local
planning, and the Labour council has supported overdevelopment in Ealing, the Lib Dems are clear. We want
new build, but only where it’s right for residents, tenants
and all other stakeholders.
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A borough
of opportunity
•

Have an Excellence Scheme for all local schools, so children of all
backgrounds access the full range of elite sporting funding from Sport
England.

•

Work to ensure all our young people are in education, work or training.

•

Develop a Young Entrepreneurs Scheme.

•

Offer our older residents more opportunities to keep active and healthy.

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Deliver more employment opportunities and apprenticeships by attracting
new business into the borough.
Provide more apprenticeship places for young people leaving foster-care or
residential care.
Become the first Borough recognised as an Age-Friendly Borough by Age UK
and a dementia-friendly Borough.
Improve the Council’s response to help homeless people access food,
emergency shelters and temporary accommodation.
Introduce mailboxes at the Council for the long-term homeless.
Campaign for the Mayor of London to set up a new Children’s Fund to
provide more childcare, funded by a hotel tourist tax.
Extend, where possible, the use of schools for community groups to use after
school hours, such as evenings or weekends.
Maintain four Ward Forum meetings per year, reversing some wards falling
to only two meetings per year.

Fighting for an exit from Brexit
With both Labour and the Conservatives
nationally supporting Brexit, we believe
voters should have the final say when the
terms of the deal are made public, with an
option to remain. We will continue to fight
for all 33,000 EU citizens living in Ealing.
EU citizens can vote in these elections.
Make your voices heard.
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A planning system
that listens
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

True consultation with local residents, rather than the current breakdown in
communication and trust with Ealing’s planning department.
Localism is a long time Lib Dem pledge to put decision-making at the local
level.
The Labour-dominated Planning Committee have proven that they do not
listen to local people’s legitimate concerns. Lib Dems planning members
listen more so that your views count.
We will increase the amount of truly affordable housing that is actually
delivered, being tough with developers at every stage to ensure that they
keep to their commitments.
Deliver our town centre Heritage Action Zone enhancing and protecting our
listed buildings.
To give local community groups the right to bid for public sector land or
buildings left unused or unoccupied for more than two years.

Promote the role of community land trusts, where public benefit can be
locked in for future tenants, and encourage smaller builders to bring forward
local schemes to increase diversity and choice.
Restrict the location of skyscrapers and improve their design.
Require basement impact assessments for all applications involving
basements.
Demand much greater planning gain (Section 106 contributions) to the wider
community for all medium and large developments.
Ensure compliance with planning, building and licensing conditions.

Every month, the council validates
around 400-450 planning applications.
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Working for you,
all year round.
If you’ve already got a Lib Dem councillor, you’ll know our Focus team comes
around at least once every year, not just in election years. We believe councillors
must engage and make themselves available to the public. Our candidates are
passionate about working for a better Ealing for all of us, and have been working
hard to help the most vulnerable, who often go unheard.

Help us to make a real difference in
Ealing.
The Borough is facing some critical issues in the coming four
years. Lib Dems have a record of action, and we need more
Lib Dem councillors in order to force change.
On May 3rd, you’ll have three votes for your councillors.
There’ll be three boxes marked “Liberal Democrat” in your area.

Make your voice heard by choosing all three.
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Who’s my Lib Dem
candidate?
Ward

Name

North Greenford

John Gauss

Acton Central

Richard Cunningham

North Greenford

Justin Kempley

Acton Central

Margaret Joachim

North Greenford

Lyn Woodcock

Acton Central

David Zerdin

Northfield

Gavin Hughes

Cleveland

Jo Baldwin Trott

Northfield

Leslie Hurst

Cleveland

Francesco Fruzza

Northfield

John Mitchell

Cleveland

Athena Zissimos

Northolt Mandeville

Loreta Alac

Dormers Wells

Roger Davies

Northolt Mandeville

Lee Horwich

Dormers Wells

Leslie Glancy

Northolt Mandeville

Luke Nash

Dormers Wells

Sue Kendrick

Northolt West End

Alan Miller

Ealing Broadway

Joyce Onstad

Northolt West End

Andrew Mitchell

Ealing Broadway

Patrick Salaun

Northolt West End

Myer Salaman

Ealing Broadway

Toran Shaw

Norwood Green

Nigel Bliss

Ealing Common

Jon Ball

Norwood Green

Margaret (Jane) Horwich

Ealing Common

Craig O'Donnell

Norwood Green

Dominic James

Ealing Common

Mark Sanders

Perivale

Robert Browning

East Acton

Rory Cunningham

Perivale

Pantea Etessami

East Acton

Sarah Green

Perivale

Patrick White

East Acton

Harvey Rose

South Acton

Doreen James

Elthorne

Nigel Bakhai

South Acton

David Jerez Antoni

Elthorne

David Jollie

South Acton

Nick Winkfield

Elthorne

Alastair Mitton

Southall Broadway

Hafeez Ahmad

Greenford Broadway

Zoe Horwich

Southall Broadway

Shao-Ying Ben-Nathan

Greenford Broadway

Oliver Murphy

Southall Broadway

Heather Matthews

Greenford Broadway

John Seymour

Southall Green

Dorothy Brooks

Greenford Green

John Ducker

Southall Green

Margaret Friday

Greenford Green

John Maycock

Southall Green

Michael Pidoux

Greenford Green

Gill Rowley

Southfield

Gary Busuttil

Hanger Hill

Maria Gerakaris-Michanitzis

Southfield

Gary Malcolm

Hanger Hill

Tony Miller

Southfield

Andrew Steed

Hanger Hill

Jane Wright

Walpole

Humaira Sanders

Hobbayne

Judy Ducker

Walpole

Inge Veecock

Hobbayne

Francesco D Fruzza

Walpole

Jonathan Ward

Hobbayne

Mohamed Muman

Lady Margaret

Sonul Badiani-Hamment

Lady Margaret

Rusi Dalal

Lady Margaret

Keshav Sorathia
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